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Methodology 
As a first step, I collected 4 different soil types.  Enrichment cultures for phages were performed with Bacillus amyloliquefaciens and Bacillus 

licheniformis bacteria used as desired hosts. Bacteria were filtered out with vacuum filtration through 0.22 filters and the filtrate was used for 

further manipulations.  

Secondary, tangential flow filtration was used to concentrate enrichment culture and to separate phages into several fractions according to its size. 

The idea behind it was that the smaller the size of the phage the more likely it will belong to ssDNA or RNA genome-based phage.  

Finally, EM observations of three fractions were made to visualize morphological types of viruses which were presented in the fractions. 

 

 

 

Goal 
In this research we try to isolate new 

unexplored bacteriophages of 

Bacillus species, to characterize them 

morphologically and to sequence and 

annotate their genomes. All these in 

order to find new bacterial defense 

systems.  

 

Further Ideas 
We didn't find any new small 

phages but we did use 

innovative methods in order to 

isolate phages. With some more 

time (and luck!) we hope to be 

able to find small unexplored 

ssRNA/ DNA phages and so try 

to discover new bacterial 

defense systems. 

 

Results and  Discussion 
1. Enrichment cultures were performed for two bacterial strains, Bacillus amyloliquefaciens and Bacillus 

licheniformis. 

2. First, bacteria were filtered out with 0.22 filtration, viral fraction remained for further manipulations. 

3. Filtered liquid (containing enriched phage fraction) was concentrated and size-separated using tangential flow 

filtration. Three fractions: 0.22 mkm-1000 kDa (1), 1000kDA-300kDA (2), 300kDa-50 kDa (3) were obtained. 

4. Electron microscopy observation revealed tailed phages in 1 and 2 fractions, but not in 3 fraction. 

5. Plaque essay showed 109, 107 and 106 phages/ml concentration of phages, i,e, we succeeded to filter out 99.9% of 

phages of big size (>100 nm), so 3rd fraction contained less than 0.1% of those.  

6. Single plaque isolation and DNA extraction/electrophoresis revealed that most of phages present in all three 

fractions are tailed phages, the genome size was ~57 kb, which is typical for tailed phages of Siphoviridae  family. 

 

 

 

Overnight 

incubation 

2. Isolation of single phage plaques 

4. Electron Microscopy of viral particles 

Introduction 
Evolutional processes in bacteria result in a development of 

sophisticated defense mechanisms against viral infection. Rotem's 

lab studies defense systems and looks for new ones. One of the 

methods to find new defense systems is to perform co-evolutional 

experiments between bacteria and its phages in order to track arm-

race between them. The more diverse is the set of predators 

(phages) which would be used in co-evolutional experiments the 

more likely to explore new defense strategies of the prey (bacteria). 

As most of the known viruses of bacteria can be grouped into 

Caudovirales family (96%),  rare families such as ssDNA or RNA 

viruses, need to be isolated  from the nature. 

3. Phage genome isolation and length determination 

500 ml of liquid medium 

106/ml bacteria 

0,5 g of soil 

1. Filtration and concentration  


